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The intent of this study was to survey opinions of

producine managers and industrial engineers concerning

several aspects of productivity. The survey was conducted

by means of a questionnaire. The number of questionnaires

administered was 540. Useful responses were 145 (27%).

In addition to English, there were versions of the

questionnaire in Spanish, French, and Servo-Croatian.

Besides the United States, they were sent to Mexico, Japan,

Korea, France, Yugoslavia, and England.

The answers to the questionnaire indicated that an

equal interest existed between the respondents and their

organizations with respect to their concern on productivity

measurement and improvement programs.

One of the main topics of interest in this research

was the estimation of the importance given to the achieve-

ment of four proposed goals ("Efficiency", "Effectiveness",



"Performance", "Vitality"). The results indicated that the

preferences varied with the type of organization involved.

The non-profit organizations gave equal preference to the

four goals, whereas the profit organizations gave a slight

preference to the achievement of the goal, "Efficiency".

An investigation was also made to determine what

tactics were most suitable to achieve the four previously

mentioned goals. The preferences varied, again, with the

type of organization. The non-profit organizations tended

to use tactics which included more human participation,

whereas the profit organizations preferred tactics which

were more related to technical factors.

An estimation of the effect of the tactics on the

goals was performed. For the profit organizations, the

effect of the tactic "Machines" was noteworthy. The re-

sults indicated that, although there was a high expectation

to increase "Efficiency", there was also a considerable

expectation of decreasing the organizations' vitality.

Another aim of this work was to inquire into the pref-

erence of the respondents for the use of productivity

ratios in three promising areas of application (i.e. evalu-

ation of capital investment proposals, control of

operations, achievement of social objectives). The most

promising areas were the control of operations and the

evaluation of capital investment proposals.



There existed a difference of opinion concerning the

consideration of mandatory capital investments in produc-

tivity measurements. Almost half of the respondents

suggested to consider those investments in a different

form, while others suggested the contrary.

The respondents showed a slight preference about the

opinion that a wage increase should be granted when an in-

crease in productivity occurred. An analysis of variance

indicated that differences of opinion existed among three

criteria (i.e. the respondents' criterion, the organiza-

tions' criterion, and the criterion based on a strict

analysis of data) concerning the sharing of productivity

gains. The main differences occurred with respect to the

percentage of productivity earnings that should be retained

in the organization.

In summary, results of the survey indicate the cur-

rent thinking of practitioners, representing a broad

spectrum of organizations, toward productivity improvement

and how productivity considerations should influence man-

agement decision making.
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PREVAILING OPINIONS ABOUT PRODUCTIVITY
PERFORMANCE AND IMPROVEMENT

I. INTRODUCTION

The subject of this opus is the analysis of the re-

sponses to a survey dealing with several topics about

productivity. The goals of the survey were:

1. To see if there was a difference in the degree of in-

volvement of the respondents and their organizations

in productivity measurement and improvement programs

(Chapter IV).

2. a) To ascertain the importance given to four groups

of proposed goals that are sought when a produc-

tivity improvement is pursued, and to investigate

if some factors, such as the type and size of the

respondents' organizations, influenced the ratings

(Chapter III).

b) To know the respondent preference given to six pro-

posed tactics in accordance with their promise to

improve productivity, and to determine if some

factors, such as size and type of the organization,

influenced the ranking of the tactics (Chapter IV).

c) To inquire into what effect the implementation of

six suggested tactics will have on the four pro-

posed goals (Chapter IV).

3. To inquire into the preference of the respondents for

the use of productivity ratios in three promising
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areas of application and to account for some suggested

ratios that could have been appropriate for the

respondents' organizations (Chapter V).

4. a) To observe the opinions of the respondents con-

cerning the distribution of productivity gains

(Chapter VI).

b) To investigate how mandatory capital investments

producing social benefits should be related to the

measurement of productivity (Chapter VI).

c) To determine if there existed a difference of

opinion among three criteria (i.e. the respondents'

criterion, the organizations' criterion, and the

criterion based on a strict analysis of data con-

cerning the sharing of productivity gains

(Chapter VI).

The survey was conducted by means of a questionnaire.
1

In addition to English, there were also versions of the

questionnaire in Spanish, French, and Servo-Croatian.

These questionnaires were sent to 540 individuals. Of

these, only 145 persons correctly responded to the question-

naire. This represents the 27% of the total responses.
2

The sample was drawn, mainly, from a directory of

people attending a symposium on productivity. Other

1 (A copy is included at the end of the chapter.)
2This percentage could be considered quite high when it is
taken into account that the questionnaire took about two
hours to complete.
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respondents were former students from the department of

Industrial and General Engineering at Oregon State Univer-

sity, as well as persons whom either the author or his

advisor, Dr. James L. Riggs, thought might be interested

in participating.

For the analysis, the responses were classified with

respect to three factors: Type of respondents' organiza-

tions, size of respondents' organizations, and the

respondents' business position. The different categories

for these factors are presented next:

Factor: Size of the organization

Let x represent the number of employees.

Level 1: Size 1 x < 100

Size 2 100 < x < 1000

Level 2: Size 3 1000 < x < 10,000

Size 4 x > 10,000

Factor: Type of organization

Level 1: H: Health institution

ES: Education and Service

GOV: Government

Level 2: IND: Industry (mining, fishin

manufacturing, etc.)

RC: Retail and commerce

S1

S2

NON-
PROFIT

PROFIT
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Blocking factor: Position of the respondent in the

organization

Level 1: LL: Low level management

SE: Self employed
INDEPENDENT

IP: Independent

OT: Other

Level 2: Ml: Medium level management

Level 3: SS: Staff specialist

Level 4: TM: Top management

It should be noted that the organizations in the first

level of the factor "Type of organization" were those which

were more non-profit oriented. The ones in the second

level were more profit oriented.

Taking into consideration these factors and their

levels, a three-way classification of the respondents is

presented in Table I. 1. A sample of the questionnaire is

presented next.



TABLE I.1. CLASSIFICATION OF RESPONDENTS

Type of
Organization Size

BUSINESS STATUS*
Independent Medium Level Staff Top Management

Non-Profit S1
S2

9

3

6

5

4

9

5

4

Profit S1
S2

8

7

11
25

7

19
11
10

S1 1 < Employees < 1000
S2 Employees > 1000
*
Two respondents did not give enough information to be classified.

In



Department of
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Corvallis, Dragon 97331

United States of America
Telephone !i13) 754-1645

Oear Sir:

°moon
Stite .

University

6

.-lay ;977

You are being asked to participate in a worldwide survey about productivity. Its ouroose is

to cetermine tne current methods emoloyed in productivity analysis anc the .uses made of the

productivity measures. The survey is tesigneo to 00:201 representative views from different

areas of management, classes of organization, and types of culture. Results of the survey

will be reported at the International Productivity Congress to be held next September in

Australia. Your reply is important!

There are just four :ages in the survey. Please answer the cuestions cproletely and thought-

fully, esoecially those that rely on subjective judgment. A stamced, addressed envelope is

enclosed for your reply. If you have further inquires or comments, cirect them to Or. James

L. Riggs at t'e letterhead address.

Your prompt reply will be greatly appreciated, and we will be pleased to sand you a summary

of the survey results if you check the box below. Thank you.

1--,Send survey results to -Jaddress above ...-Jhtner address

DATA ABOUT RESPONOENT

1. The ,ype of organization in which you worUs most closely described as

.National government ,m;manufacturing/Mining Industry

,.;State/local government .Agriculture/Timoer/Fishing

'....:health /Education /Service -.:;Zetail/Commercial/Transoortation

2. lumoer of people employed in the organization with which you are now associated (if it

is a goverrment agency or a conglomerate industry, reoort the size of the unit, division

Or branch for which Productivity data would be resorted) is

-Uncer 100 ' .....101 to 1000 1...;1001 to 10.110 ' _lover 10.000

Comments
3. Catecory tnat +fast closely describes your current oosition is

wax self-employed
middle-level manager - staff specialist

wito0 manaoement
_lower-level manager :_.: line operator

__
independent professional .... other

4. Circle the number of years of formal ect,cation you nave

5 5 7 i 9 10 li 12 13 14 15 76 17 78 19 20 +

grade school' high school' college post graduate '

5. To wnat extent 'ries your organization emphasized productivity
'measurement and imorovement

programs, and to what extent have you been oersonally involved (`"ark with an x on the

scale oeiow the organizational emomasis. and with a ne extent of your personal involve-

ment.)
Aocroximate veasurements Extensive measurements

lot Just ' ,rata Out -ace an: " 7sce out not 'ace and ao-

used mentioned not used utilized widely aoolied 'Plied vilprously

0
,

i Z 5- 4 5 5 7 6 9 10

Comments

Figure 1..1 Page One of the Questionnaire.



SELECTION OF OPEkATIONAL CHANGES
TO IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY

POSSIBLE OUTCOMES

'a. 11,
4. =... Cr

73 ; CY co. c .2,.,!c, ,S , .... . C 41* - 7 '

Persoective: Productivity improvements are > ..0 ce ii...-, w- < =3.

; z ., M :... 4- M = !
,, , CI ,...

C.
.

ZI .0 = C. >'

usually the result of intentional operational
m uc . r-, al cc c - c .

i = ..cz a nil *4 Ca' ;:,..0 ,

A* c 1".1 V. ...I. ...I
0. e 7 0 ...., OF ^

Changes. :eoending on the type and state of 1-1 M P. 00 Oa w a,
.... S

current operations. Certain changes are more
m -. r" .r. '< <

cz -... VI 5s MI 1 7I r . t. , 7 = .N,. I. fJ =
likely to result in improvement than others.

: -4 m
. .k ... -mr4 , c. --, . , = .7." .c 2.

--,-, ,.. , -, c n,
r, oil o o .. 7 .... ," ^ , 7 7 = .11 3 2

Scenario: Your organization is about to initiate =
> m r- - - c I -s -4 ,, < cn, o - c ,... , 0. gi, -.. ,,, 0. ...

0 5 M 3, 4.
productivity-improvement plans. Several target .= M M 7 rr, M Z.- -4. 3s M 2 , .. .. >,

,..M = M 7 '7 < M 7- rt el 7 7
activities and :otential outcomes are identified

,
in the matrix below. You have been asked to rank

- 4, 4, , , , c,, , m ... c.,
5 .

0 z . : - -.. 4/ , 7 7 7 c . 7 .

or rate the targets according to their promise ...,--- re, , - , -.... , r -ro - = 0 - d ,, r-
, el -41 7 iH ...

. '... c-.3 ' .ii ; 4c
for improving productivity in the organization in

which you now work. Follow the directions below. ;:,,t - ro. = i,
m < P. . . .

... , Z.

........ , C ' '7 f'
Cpersents

- .

,.

,-- z m '-c 3z .. ,
m.. 7 . 4 Q .

1 060 ' '.1 S: C, 9 ,

Y t y co
a.t ,

Z.O 7.0.'l MVC , -44 I ,...
m5,0 5 , 5.. 5

, < <.-s! ?,O ar 51
Z M 1..5 0 ' Z..

ZI. Z M , f: 21 I ,5
at I Z , I

I ,
I

I

CHANGE TARGET

MACHINES: Reoiace manual labor ty macnines, get
fosrer or 7ors 'ignoble eluibment automate).

MANAGEMENT: Setter coordination and budgeting,
more inspiring leaCersnio 'motivate).
PROCESSES: Improve scheduling and material flow.

more acrurite-fas:er Oita flow (computerize'.
WORK DESIGN: 'ocify job content, it -rcvc or

methods. retrair .orters (enrich iogs)
ENV/RONwENT: waker safer or more pleasant work-
ing conditions, reorganize structure !innovate'.

2qCGa14.fS: Raise jay, revise policies, try
ooal-setting 'M20) programs ,a11 ;articioatel.

7

OUTCOME P.47INGS on 1 thr,Igh 10 scale -

=Ai

pirections for Comoleting above matrix: (Make an entry 'n every :271 of the matrix.)

Target Ranking - Rank change targets in a 1 to 5 order of their probable success in improving

productivity in your ;resent organization. Base rankings on what MdS worked for you or what

you believe would wort. 1 is the best and 6 is the worst.

Tercet or Outcome t!elationshio - Indicate the ;ratable effect on each outcce of the
imolementation of ea :n :nange. In each dralei,:-er: one of the following sympols.

(*) Change will have a coSitive effect on 1:h1 o,:come; likely successful
(-) possible negative effect on outcome

(0) orange sroLlo nave no effect or :nere is eoual likelihood of either a positive
or negative effect on the outcome.

Outcome Ratings - Rata the value of each outcome in producing a measuratle improvement in
prtductivi:y. Select the rating for each from 1 througn 10 according to tne scale below.

Productivity May produce Certain to May raise :amain to

decreases or a small im- make a small productivity yield large

is uncnanced provement improvement significantly improvement

I 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Figure 1.2 Page Two of the Questionnaire.
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AUXILLIARY PRODUCTIVITY RATIOS FOR EVALUATING INVESTMENT PROPOSALS

CONTROLLING OPERATIONS, AND ATTAINING SOCIAL O!.ECTIVES

Perspective:
Productivity has traditionally measured the output of goods with resoect to an

nput of production, usually workers hours. The purpose of the comparison is to detect changes

in ratio levels and relate them to their causes. Productivity measurements also establish oases

to roughly compare operations in various sectors of the national economy and in equivalent

operations in other countries.
3oth the types of productivity measurements and their uses can be extended. Auxilliary

productivity ratios, such as "Safety Productivity" which could relate the cost of injuries to

hours worked. can Supplement existing criteria for decision making. Three areas of apolication

appear promising:
1. paluation of capital irvestrent orobosals - ratios to suoolement the "net- income /amount-

invested" criterion to rate specific gains expected from an investment.

2. Control of ooerations - ratios to supplement process efficiency measures that can provide

early warnings of future ooerational difficulties.

3. Achievement of social obiectives - supplements to the "benefit/cost" criterion that

define and rate now well a project satisfies conditions deemed desiraOle for tne welfare of

society.

S !natio: You are developing supplementary productivity ratios to use in your current area of

worx. The aim in generating new ratios is to improve investment decisions (I, ocerational

control (C)-, and ceneral welfare satisfaction (S). Five suggested ratios are given and these

are to be rated with respect co tiTi-F-7,FT:r?or each of the potential uses (I. C. and S) in

your organization. Also, define and rate other productivity ratios that you feel would ce

aoorooriate. For example, a ratio approoriate to a delivery service would ce "amount delivered/

fuel consumed," and it could be rated as very important in deciding wnicn vehicle to invest in,

less imoortant for rating the performance of vehicles in operation, and quite imoortant as a

measure of a national drive to cut gasoline consumption.

Directions: Rate each productivity ratio as to its value in each use (I, C, and S) in your

tyoe of work. Develop and rate additional ratios that you feel would be useful. hake the I

to :0 ratings according to tne scale ',Cow (Enter 0 if the ratio is not valid For an aoplication

in your organization).

Deceptive indi- Appropriate
cator of value Consideration

2 3 1

Measures fact- Important indica- Vital measure

ors or interest tor of achievement of criticality

5
7 g g IO

°roductivity Ratio

Employment Value added (S)

ratio People employed ;4)

Energy Units Produced, ri)

ratio Energy used (kw -hr)

Application ,reas
Descriction ti. Qa_ (5)

Selling price of units, minus materials r

and components to produce the units,
compared to equivalent number of full-

1 time erolovees of the oroanization.
Comvarapie amounts of output (equivalent.

! value units) per energy input measured
in equivalent standardized ,,nits.

Work Employ ee hours worked
Person-nours of productive time 'went

Patio Employee hours paic ;nr.'
on assigned work compared to total

' hours for wnich *aces were oad.

R Material Used

'4aterial Material in Rrcduct

ratio Total Material Supplied!

or Icycled
Total Material SuPPIie0

Social Social201tItly±lii or 5)!
ratio Sales or 3udgec (4 or S)

Amount of a certain type of material
_hat is actually in the final oroduct,
or amount that is recycled from prior
use, comoared to the total amount of
that material consumed in producing
the product.
Units tnat measure a socially de-
sirable conoition, such as convert-
ible currency earned or minority
workers emoloyed, compared to the
amount of activity as measured by
the outout or operating Pudget of
the unit.

Figure 1.3 Page Three of the Questionnaire.



Productivity Ratio

(Other Productivity Ratio)

9

Description (I) (C) (5)

(Another Productivity Ratio)

PRODUCTIVITY ANALYSIS

'erspective: It is recognized that productivity ratios do not necessarily reflect the
efficiency of ocerations, do not provide reliable comparisons over a span of years, and
do not always reveal the effect of individual input or output comoonents. 1evertheless,

the ratios still influence managerial decisions.

icenario: Your organization has a productivity
mown in the tole below. Assume that
total productivity gains each year.

'let output (11

'..abor input 2)

:apital input (3)
.abor productivity (1) (2)

:apital orocuctivity (1) (3)

rout productivity (1) (2 + 3)

pattern,cormected
net profit
(Also assume

1974

increased at
the national
cnange

15:

3

251
151

-9%
4%

to a

a corre. nsurate
infl ation

1975

base-year
rate

rate is

change
131

la%

0
9%
3%

index,
with
zero.;

100

SO
40

2.0
2.5
1.11

115

50

50

2.3
Z.3
1.15

120

57

52

2.3
2.5%
1.19

I. Is the increase in total productivity from 1974 to 1975, at no increase in labor input,
sufficient reason to grant a wage increase to workers? YesL
H yes, scout how large an inr-lase is reasonable?
Comments

2. If the decrease in capital productivity resulted from a mandatory caoital investment
to conform to a new law restricting Pollution, should this social benefit be recognized
differently in the productivity measure? , Yes lo

If yes, how?

3. Who should benefit from the 4% gain in 1375? ',4hac percentage of the total

that year should be distributed to each of the following parties, based on

.., an unbiased analysis
of data

to consumers
t "0 workers

to owners
' . retained in

1c01 organization

.., what your organization
would likely lo

100%

to consumers
to workers
to owners
rraired in
organization

profit for

... your personal opinion

"0 consumers
to workers
"o owners
retained in

100% organization

:omments

Figure 1.4 Page Four of the Questionnaire.



II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

10

The creation of more jobs and better utilization of

scarce resources are demands that can be satisfied by in-

creasing productivity. The fulfillment of these demands

will bring, as a consequence, a stronger position in the

international market and a better standard of living. These
3

are desirable natural goals as delineated by De Witt (1976)

and Kehlbeck (1975). The second author indicated in his

article that, "A basic problem in the U.S. is that the rate

of growth of productivity is less than most other major

countries of the world." He indicates that some of the

causes of this situation are mainly three factors: lagging

outlays in research and development; paucity of capital

investment for the purchase of new machinery; and the costly

federal regulations for environmental and safety factors.

The previously mentioned benefits derived from in-

creases in productivity and the decreasing current trends

in productivity growth are good reasons for greater concern

about means to raise productivity and explain the increased

emphasis devoted to productivity research.

Some comments about an excerpt of what has been pre-

sented on the productivity literature are shown in this

chapter. The discussion includes the following topics: a)

the productivity concept; b) tactics to improve productiv-

ity.
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Productivity Concept

A) Productivity Definitions

Productivity is an amorphous concept as Eilon et al.

(1976) establish. Several quotations are presented next

to show different points of view about this concept.

"Productivity means that balance between
all factors of production that will give
the greatest outpgy. for the smallest effort."
P. Drucker (1973)

-9,., Productivity expresses the relationship
-between goal achievement (output) and resources
expended (input)" H. B. Thorreli (1960).

'For productivity is the power to produce
economic goods and services. Productivity
may be the relation between the total out-
put and input of a period, or it may be the
relation between the increment in output
associated with the addition of one unit of
a given factor of production, that is, it
may be 'average' or 'marginal'" S. Fabricant
(Dunlop 1970).

"The simple definition of productivity is
that is the relationship of some volume of
output to a volume of input...They (produc-
tivity ratios) do not measure the volume of
production; they do not indicate how hard
anyone works. Productivity is a measure of
the use of resources or of the degree of
their use. It is often an indicator, but
not identical to, a measure of efficiency"

\ Leon Breenberg, Industrial Relations Research
Association (1975).

"Productivity - the ratio of some measure
of output to some measure of input, is
usually attributed to the improved efficiency
of some specific resource such as capital,
money, materials, or technology" J. E. Ross
(1977) .



"Productivity is a measure of production
/ efficiency; a ratio between output & input"

Gordon McBeath (1974).

"Productivity is defined for our purposes
...as output per employee hour, quality consid-
, ered" Sutermeister (1976).

"Productivity is defined as the ratio of per-
formance toward organizational objectives to
the totality of output parameter" W. T.
Stewart (1978) .

"Productivity is the magnitude of productive-
ness; the amount of goods & services produced
by a unit of a productive factor in a specific
period of time, or the average amount of goods
and services produced by a unit of the pro-
ductive factor in a specific period of time"
W. Fenske (1965) .

"Productivity, therefore, is concerned with
/how well we achieve our objectives and the
total resources required to achieve them"
F.E. Cotton (1976).

"The most commonly used definition of pro-
ductivity is real output per hour of work.
Productivity in this sense is a rough measure
of the effectiveness with which we use our
most important resource" H. Stein (1971).

12

A'survey concerned with work productivity and job

satisfaction was reported in 1975 by R. A. Katzell et al.

(1975), from New York University. They sent auestionnaires

blackp
Text Box
Comic strip by Tim Downs redacted.  Do not have permission to use.
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to 2450 chief executives and to 950 industrial relations

offices listed in the American Management Association.

The overall rate of return was 16%. Besides, question-

naires were sent to union leaders who were enumerated in

the Directory of National Unions and Employee Associations.

Among the formulated inquiries was:

"Please tell us what you yourself mean by "productiv-

ity" by indicating whether you AGREE or DISAGREE with each

of the following statements."

The results obtained by Katzell et al. are reported

in Figure II.1.

B) Effectiveness and Efficiency Definitions

"Effectiveness" and "efficiency" were terms that were

frequently used in the previous quotations about productiv-

ity. Sometimes they were considered as its synonym. Some

definitions of these terms are:

Effectiveness, as established by Thorreli (1960), is

"The adequacy of an organizations' programs and thus per-

tains to the degree of goal attainment."

F. E. Cotton (1976) defines this concept as the extent

to which the objectives are reached or needs are met.

Efficiency, the other previously mentioned concept,

is elucidated by Thorreli (1960) as "...The ratio of the

results actually obtained with the available resources to

the maximum results possible with these same resources."
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Meaning of Productivity

"Please tell us what you yourself mean by 'productivity' by indicating

whether you AGREE or DISAGREE with each of the following statements."

Productivity means Duality of output as well

as auantity.

Productivity refers to the output per man
hour in any one company or organization.

Productivity means the overall efficiency
and effectiveness of the operation.

Productivity includes such intangibles as
disruptions, "shrinkage," sabotage, and other
indicators of trouble in the organization,
even when their impact on output cannot be

measured easily.

Productivity includes such factors as rate of
absenteeism and turnover as well as measures

of output.

Productivity includes measures of customer

or client satisfaction

Productivity includes such intangibles as
employee loyalty, morale and job satisfaction.

Productivity refers to the ratio of output to
input by industry or section of the economy,

not by individual organization.

Acreeinc

Unions lanacement

80 95

77 90

84 88

55 73

70 70

46 64

57 55

30 22

Figure 127.1. Differences in the meaning of productivity
interpreted by union and management (From
Katzell et al., 1975).
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"A ratio of output to input" is the simple definition

by F. E. Cotton (1976). The definition of B. Gold, Eilon

t al. (1976) is that "Efficiency is the relationship

between the actual and the potential output for any

process."

The definitions of effectiveness presented here can be

considered as equivalent, but those about efficiency only

agree in the case of the ones presented by Thorreli and Gold.

These two differ from the one from Cotton. The latter just

defines efficiency as the ratio of output to input, but the

former compare output to an attainable standard. As it is

established by Thorreli, this standard is often to be

determined in the fields of natural science; but it is

generally impracticable about a business phenomenon. In

his article' he quotes H. A. Simon (1957), who mentions that

the standard to which output is referred is difficult to

establish in Social Sciences because there does not exist

a law of conservation of energy which prevents the output

from exceeding the input.

C) Comments

It was remarked in Section B that there were differ-

ences in the definitions of the terms "Efficiency" and

"Effectiveness". Therefore, it should also be expected

that some differences of opinion about the definition of

productivity would exist. Some comments regarding these

discrepancies in criterion are presented next:
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As it can be noticed, the definitions of Cotton, Thor-

relli, and Stewart have more tendency to match the

definition of effectiveness. They define productivity as

related to the achievement of goals.

The most common tendency found in the definitions is

that productivity is a ratio of output to input. This can

be noticed in the definitions by Mark, Fabricant, Green-

berg, J. E. Ross, McBeath, Stewart, and Thorreli. The

definitions of Stewart and Thorreli include both tendencies

in their definitions.

Also presenting the relation between output and input,

but in a more specific way, are the definitions of H.

Stein and Suttermeister that employ output/hour of work,

which is the most traditional ratio to measure productivity.

The reasons why this ratio is commonly used are stated by

L. Greenberg (13)':

"It is an important factor in estimating
future labor requirements, it is related
to wages and labor cost and to wage and
price control programs, and in demand. It
is also recommended...as a measure which
is more easily understood than the alter-
natives."

VCriticisms to the use of this ratio are stated by S.
Eilon et al. (1976):

"1. Output per man-hour does not measure
productive efficiency as a whole, or
even the productive contributions of
labor.

2. Increases in output per man-hour may or
may not be desirable, and may or may
not reduce unit labor costs.

3. Even if increases in output per man-hours
are accompanied by only proportionate
increases in hourly wage rates, production
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costs are more likely to increase
than to remain unchanged in "capital-
dominate" industries, such as the
steel industries."

Some contradictions can be found between the defini-

tions by Greenberg and McBeath. The former establishes

that, "... is often an indicator, but not identical to, a

measure of efficiency". The latter identifies a complete

relationship between productivity and efficiency as he

establishes: "Productivity is a measure of production

efficiency..."

Improving Productivity Techniques

Most of the approaches to obtain an increase in pro-

ductivity realize that to obtain better productivity, one

should try to improve both human and technological factors.

Nevertheless, it can be noticed in the different approaches

certain preference of the factors to modify.

The suggestions to an improvement by Reed 11976) and

Norman and Bahiri (1972) have more tendency to the techni-

cal factors. The efforts of these authors are mainly to

the reduction of costs. Their techniques are more closely

identified with the Scientific Management and Quantitative

Techniques.

Reed suggests a Pareto analysis for the improving of

productivity. His procedure is as follows:
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1st Identify and estimate avoidable costs.

2nd Establish problem priorities on the basis

of relative magnitude of the estimate

avoidable costs.

3rd To seek means to reduce the avoidable

costs in order of magnitude.

Some identified cost reduction areas and suggested

solutions are presented in Figure 11.2.

Norman and/Bahiri (1972) suggest the next tactics of

productivity improvement.

1. Improve Costing Systems

2. Rationalization of Product Variety

3. Improve Production Scheduling and Control,

and inventory control.

4. Low cost Automation. Improve mechanical

handling and pre-tooling arrangements.

5. Study the economics of machining and group

technology.

6. Value engineering and analysis and improved

materials utilization.

7. Improve maintenance systems and replacement

policies.

To the contrary, the books by McBeath (1974), Ross

(1977) and Sutteimeister (1976) have the tendency to have

more concentration of efforts on the human side in order

to improve productivity. Their approaches are more

identified with the managerial process and the behavioral
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process. Their suggestions for an improvement are: a

better communication among the personnel, increasing

motivation, a better delegation of power, etc. By the

same token, the study by Katzell (1975) is mainly con-

cerned with job satisfaction and motivation.



III. RATINGS OF OUTCOMES

"The storm debate Atrides hears with joy
For heaven foretold the contest, when he trod
The marble threshold of the Delphic god,
Curious to learn the counsels of sky
Ere yet he loos'd the rage of war on Troy"

"The Iliad" by Homer.
Translated by Alexander Pope.

Introduction
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An analysis of some of the material covered in the

second page of the questionnaire will be presented in

this chapter.

In that part of the questionnaire, the respondents

were asked to rate four proposed goals in accordance with

the following scale.

Produc- May pro- Certain
tivity duce a to make
decreases small a small
or is un- improve- improve-
changed ment ment

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

May raise
productive-
ity sig-
nificantly

Certain
to yield
large
improve-
ment

8 9 10

The proposed goals were a cluster of several objec-

tives that organizations frequently attempt to fulfill to

improve productivity. They are:

IMPROVED EFFICIENCY: Lower total operating costs,

savings in labor and machine time, less waste of material,

fewer damages, less remake, etc.
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IMPROVED EFFECTIVENESS: Growth in total revenues and/

or profits, better decision making and communications,

better utilization of resources, etc.

HIGHER PERFORMANCE: Improve quality of output, in-

creased flexibility, fewer breakdowns and accidents, etc.

GREATER ORGANIZATIONAL VITALITY: More initiative and

involvement, more worker stability, greater cooperation

and job satisfaction, etc.

It should be noted that the respondents were asked to

rate the goals considering the organization's interests

rather than being more concerned about their own goals,

as was the case in the survey by Sirota and Greenwood

(1971) .

The purpose of the rating was to realize the impor-

tance given to the proposed goals and if some factors, such

as the type and size of the organization (number of em-

ployees), influenced the ratings. To accomplish these

purposes, confidence intervals of the mean ratings were

calculated and analyses of variance performed.

Results

An analysis of variance was performed for the ratings

of each of the proposed goals. The factors that were

considered were previously presented in Chapter I.

The two factor variables and the blocking variable

were considered to be fixed effects. The model tested
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was a generalized randomized block design [Netter and

Wasserman (1974)].

Yijkm=1.1..."i+y7k+(TY)ij+(Tir)ij +(rOjk+(Tyff)iik+

6jikm

p... is a constant.

Ti, yj and 7k are constant subject to the restrictions.

(Ty) ii, (T7)jk, (y7)jk, (Ty7)ijk are constants subject

to the restrictions that the sums over any subscript are

zero.

E..,
13x represents the random error term which is assumed

to be independent normally distributed, with mean 0 and

variance

i = 1,....,n; j = 1,....,a; k = 1,....,b; m = 1,....,ijk

The analyses of variance were obtained using the

statistical computer package SPSS, Nie et al. (1975).

Table 111.1 shows the results of such analyses in a con-

densed form.

The 95% confidence intervals of the mean ratings are

presented in Table 111.2 in accordance with the two levels

for the type of organization (Appendix section A.1). The

mean values were calculated using the statistical computer

package SPSS, Nie et al. (1975).

Some analyses of variance were performed for each type

of organization in order to test if there existed differ-

ences in the ratings given to the four goals. The model

used was an additive repeated measurements design where the
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four goals were the treatments and the respondents were the

blocks, Netter et al. (1974, p. 747). The results of these

analyses are presented in Tables 111.3 and 111.4.

In the case of the non-profit organizations, there

were no differences in the ratings of the goals at the

a = 0.05 and a = 0.10 level (Appendix section A.2). How-

ever, the F test was significant at the a = 0.10 level for

the profit organizations. Hence, a Tukey test of multi-

comparison was performed (Appendix section A.3). The

results of that test indicated that the goal "Efficiency"

received a slightly higher rating than the other goals. The

rating of the tactic "Effectiveness" was also slightly

higher than the goal "Vitality".



TABLE III.1. CRITICAL VALUES FOR THE F TEST

Source of
variation DF

Efficiency Effectiveness Performance Vitality
F SF F SF F SF F SF

S 1 1.01 0.317 0.23 0.632 0.27 0.603 0.49 0.483

T 1 19.21 0.001* 1.14 0.287 1.00 0.320 0.31 0.581

P 3 1.34 0.266 0.38 0.767 1.08 0.362 0.86 0.463

S x T 1 0.19 0.667 0.67 0.415 0.27 0.607 0.17 0.683

S x P 3 0.49 0.690 0.06 0.982 0.32 0.814 1.30 0.279

T x P 3 0.45 0.714 0.53 0.664 0.06 0.980 1.17 0.322

S x T x P 3 0.19 0.901 0.32 0.809 0.40 0.754 1.25 0.297

ERROR 112 MSE = 4.29 MSE = 4.53 MSE = 3.60 MSE = 4.88

S = Size of the organization
T = Type of the organization
P = Organization position of the respondent
F = Calculated value for the F
SF = Significance of F test
SxT,SxP,TxP,SxTxP= Interaction of the factors
MSE = Error Mean Square
DF = Degrees of freedom
*Significant at the a = 0.05 level



TABLE 111.2. CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN RATINGS OF THE GOALS

FACTOR
LEVEL N EFFICIENCY EFFECTIVENESS PERFORMANCE VITALITY

Non-Profit 39 5.92 ± 0.65 6.28 ± 0.67 5.89 ± 0.59 6.18 ± 0.69

Profit 89 7.71 ± 0.43 6.59 ± 0.44 6.27 ± 0.39 5.92 ± 0.46

N = Sample Size
a = 0.05
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TABLE 111.3. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE GOAL RATINGS BY
THE NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

Source of
Variation DF SS MS

Goals
Respondents
Error
Total

3

38
114
155

4.22
337.49
338.51
680.22

1.41
8.881
3.41

0.4132
2.6045

DF = Degrees of Freedom
SS = Sum of Squares
F = F Value
MS = Mean Squares
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TABLE 111.4. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE GOAL RATING BY
THE PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

Source of
Variation DF SS MS

Goals
Respondents
Error
Total

3

88
264
355

160.02
5,419.06
5,824.73

11,403.81

53.34
20.53
22.06

2.42
0.93

DF = Degrees of Freedom
SS = Sum of Squares
MS = Mean Square
F = F Value
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Comments

A) About factors which influenced the ratings

The results in Table III.1 indicated that only in

the case of the goals identified as "Efficiency" was the

factor "Type of industry" to be influential on the ratings.

For the other goals, there was an agreement among the level

of the factors in their ratings. This means that the mean

rating given to "Efficiency" differs with the type of

industry.

B) About the ratings

The Tukey test showed that, at the a = 0.10 level,

the rating given to "Efficiency" by the profit organiza-

tions (around eight i.e. May raise productivity signifi-

cantly) was the highest. The rating given to

"Effectiveness" was slightly higher (6,5) than the one

for vitality (6).

C) About the application of the results

The information accumulated concerning the ratings

given to the different goals (the subject of this chapter)

and tactics (the subject of the next chapter) can be used

as an information system where the data input would be

the type and the size of the organization, and the output

would be the 95% confidence intervals of the mean ratings.

If more information is desired, the frequency of the



responses could be presented also as an output (Figure

Size of
Organization____4

Type of
Information
System
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Confidence inter-
vals of the Mean
Ratings.

Frequency
bution of the
Ratings.

Figure III.1. Information System

The information provided by the system, based on

opinions of organizations with similar characteristics

(i.e. type and size), could be useful to managers, indus-

trial engineers, etc. who are trying to implement a

productivity program. The information provided by the

system could be used as an initial guideline of what could

be the convenient emphasis given to the goals and, also,

which tactics would be more suitable to implement.

The results presented in Table 111.2 can be used as

the output of one of the aforementioned information sys-

tems. In this case, only the type of organization is used

as the input data since it was the factor which showed to

have influence in the ratings. The results can be inter-

preted as follows:

TYPE OF ORGANIZATION

Non-profit oriented Gives the same importance to

the achievement of the four

goals.



Profit oriented
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Gives a slight priority to

the achievement of efficiency,

a little less to the achieve-

ment of effectiveness,and

slightly less to the achieve-

ment of performance and

vitality.



IV. RANKING OF TACTICS
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This chapter is also concerned with the analysis of

some of the material of the second page of the question-

naire. The part of that section of the questionnaire that

is covered in this chapter is the ranking of six proposed

tactics in accordance with their promise to improve pro-

ductivity. The proposed tactics were the following:

Machines: Replace manual labor by machines, get faster or

more reliable equipment (automate).

Management: Better coordination and budgeting, more in-

spiring leadership (motivate).

Processes: Improve scheduling and material flow, more

accurate faster data flow (computerize).

Work Design: Modify job content, improve work methods,

retrain workers (enrich jobs).

Environment: Make safer or more pleasant working con-

ditions, reorganize structure (innovate).

Programs: Raise pay, revise policies, try goal-setting

(MBO)
3 programs (all participate).

The main objective of the ranking was to determine

the preferences of the tactics and to measure whether some

3Management by Objectives
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of the factors, such as type and size of the organization,

influenced the ranking of the tactics.

On page two of the questionnaire, the respondents

were also asked to rate the expected effects of the tactics

on each goal in accordance with the following scale:

+ Change will have a positive effect on the

outcome; likely successful.

Possible negative effect on outcome.

0 Change should have no effect or there is

equal likelihood of either a positive or

negative effect on the outcome.

The results of these ratings are also presented in this

chapter. On page one of the questionnaire, the respondents

were asked to answer the following question:

"To what extent has your organization emphasized

productivity measurement and improvement programs, and to

what extent have you been personally involved (mark with an

x on the scale below the organizational emphasis, and with

a the extent of your personal involvement).

Just
Not men-
used tioned

Approximate
Measurements

Made Made
but and
not uti-
used lized

Extensive
Measurements

Made but Made and
not wide- applied
ly ap- vigorous-
plied ly

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Results

Some analyses of variance were performed on the ratings

of each of the tactics. The factors that were considered

were described previously (see Chapter 2, page 21).

The model tested was also a generalized randomized

block design (previously described in Chapter 2, page 21).

However, in this case Y. represented the rank given to
13km

the tactics. The same model assumptions are valid in this

case.

The analyses of variance were obtained using the sta-

tistical computer package SPSS, Nie et al. (1975). Table

IV.1 shows the results of such analyses in a condensed

form.

The 95% confidence intervals for the mean ranking are

presented in Table IV.2 in accordance with the type of or-

ganization (see Appendix Section A.4).

To realize the order of preference of the tactics, a

non-parametric test known as the Friedman Two Way Analysis

of Variance was performed ad hoc., Daniel (1978, p. 224).

The elements of the blocking variable were each one of the

respondents (Appendix Section A.5).

The null hypothesis was:

H
o

: The population within a block are identical.

The alternative hypothesis was:

Ha: T1 # T2 # T3 # T4 # T5 # T6

where Ti is the mean ranking



TABLE IV.1. CRITICAL VALUES FOR THE F TEST.



TABLE IV.2. CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR THE MEAN RANKING OF THE TACTICS.

Type of
Organi-
zation N Machines Management Processes Work-Design Environment Programs

Profit 90 2.75 ± 2.89 ± 2.96 ± 3.12 ± 4.66 ± 4.47 ±
0.30 0.25 0.23 0.23 0.25 0.28

Non
Profit 40

4.47 ±
0.46

1.85 ±
0.38

3.42 ±
0.35

3.22 ±
0.12

4.67 ±
0.37

3.17 ±
0.42

N = Number of Respondents
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T
1
Machines T

3
Processes T

5
Environment

T2 Management T4 Work Design T6 Programs

The test was performed for each type of organization.

For both levels (Profit, Non-profit) the null hypothesis

was rejected. Therefore, to make pairwise comparisons, a

non-parametric multicomparison test was performed, Daniel

(1978, p. 331)(Appendix Section A.6). The results obtained

with this test were the following:

Non-profit: T2 < T6 < T4 = T3 = T1 = T
5

Profit: T1 = T2 = T
3
= T4 < T6 = T

5

For the non-profit organizations, T3 was not statisti-

cally different from T1 at the a = 0.10 and a = 0.05 level,

but T4 was statistically different from T5 even at the

a = 0.05 level. Therefore, since they were close to being

significantly different, they could be considered as another

group producing the following result:

Non-profit: T2 < T6 < T4 = T3 < T
1
= T

5

The results of how the respondents related the effect

of the tactics to the achievement of the goals is presented

in Table IV.3. The rating was in accordance with the scale

presented in Chapter 3, page 21.

In order to analyze the responses to the question con-

cerning the involvement of the respondents and their

organizations in the productivity improvement programs and

measurements. (Section III-1), a paired difference test

was utilized ad hoc., Mendenhall (1978, p. 228). This

test was selected since the respondents gave both the
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personal and the organizational grading of involvement

(Appendix section A.7). The null hypothesis was:

Ho: u
d

= 0 That is equivalent to Ho: u
1

u
2

where u
1
= mean rating of the organization

u
2
= mean rating of the respondents

The null hypothesis was not rejected. The mean values

of the ratings were

u
1
= 6.375

u
2
= 6.50



TABLE IV.3. TACTICS EFFECT ON THE ACHIEVEMENT OF GOALS

OUTCOMES*
EF- EFFICIENCY EFFECTIVENESS PERFORMANCE VITALITY

TACTICS FECT P NP P NP P NP P NP

1 91 66 74 41 49 55 20 11
Machines 0 6 25 19 52 41 34 47 50

-1 3 9 7 7 1 11 33 39

1 63 57 80 91 54 64 84 39
Management 0 34 41 19 9 45 36 15 5

-1 3 2 1 0 1 0 1 0

1 84 82 80 68 63 66 31 29
Processes 0 15 14 19 30 36 32 59 57

-1 1 4 1 4 1 2 10 14

1 78 68 66 59 71 64 74 64
Work Design 0 19 25 32 36 26 34 20 34

-1 3 7 2 5 3 2 6 2

1 54 27 30 30 42 43 55 45
Environment 0 35 57 50 66 50 55 32 48

1 16 6 20 4 8 2 3 7

1 38 34 49 57 38 54 62 86
Programs 0 50 55 41 41 57 41 32 14

- 1 12 11 10 2 5 5 6 0

P = Profit Organizations
NP = Non-Profit Organizations
1 = Positive effect on outcome

0 = No effect on outcome
-1 = Negative effect on outcome
* = Results are in percentage
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Comments

A) About the Factors Affecting Ranking

The results of the analyses of variance (Table IV.l)

indicated that the factor designated "Type of Organization"

was significant (a = 0.05) in the ranking of the following

tactics: "Machines", "Management", and "Programs". The

aforementioned factor was also influential in the ranking

of the tactic "Processes" at a higher level (a = 0.10).

The factor "Size of the Organization" was not shown

to be influential in any case (a = 0.05 or a = 0.10);

although the significance of the F test was just a little

higher than a = 0.10 for the tactics "Processes" and "Work

Design".

The effect of the blocking variable "Business Position

of the Respondent" was significant in three of the tactics

at the a = 0.05 level and for another at the a = 0.10 level.

This can be interpreted [Steel and Torri (1960)] as an

indication that the precision of the analysis has been in-

creased through the use of this design relative to the

design without blocking.

The tactics denominated "Work Design" and "Environment"

did not get influenced in the ranking by the factor "Type

of Organization" i.e. there was general agreement about

the ranking given to these tactics among the respondents.
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B) About the Ranking of the Tactics

The preferential differences between the two cate-

gories of organizations were with respect to the tactics

"Machines" and "Programs".

The non-profit organizations ranked the tactic

"Programs" quite highly (second place), while the profit

organizations ranked it nearly last (fifth place). Au

contraire, the non-profit organizations ranked the tactic

"Machines" in the fourth place, whereas the profit or-

ganizations ranked this tactic first.

The high ratings of the tactics "Management" and

"Programs" by the non-profit organizations coincided with

the opinion of R. Oswald who stated the following:

"Productivity improvements in the public
sector are peculiarly labor-oriented rather
than technology induced. As a result,
greater emphasis must be placed upon labor-
management cooperation to achieve productivity
gains." [Industrial Relations Research
Association (1975, p. 100)]

The role of the industrial engineer is closely in-

volved with productivity. R. Reed (1976) established this

point when he stated:

"Industrial Engineers, through their profes-
sional society, AIIE, have accepted this
responsibility by designating themselves,
the productivity people..."

J. H. Kehlbeck (1978) also commented in this regard:

"What is each industrial engineer's responsibility? Cer-

tainly it is to implement productivity improvement."
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Consequently, the results of the order of preference of

tactics could be useful in the planning of Industrial

Engineering academic programs. It should also be noticed

that the tactic "Management" (i.e. better coordination

and budgeting, more inspiring leadership) was rated highest

by both types of organizations. Hence, it may be advisable

to grant more emphasis in this area of the academic curric-

ulum. Conversely, the low ratings for the tactic "En-

vironment" suggest that less importance might be given in

this area.

C) About the Interaction of Tactics and Goals

Some comments related to the interaction of tactics

and goals are presented next:

For the profit organizations, the tactic that had the

highest expectations for a negative effect on the achieve-

ment of a goal was "Machines" on the goal "Organizational

Vitality" (33% of the respondents). For the non-profit

organizations, "Machines" on the goal "Organizational

Vitality" also had the highest expectation (39% of

respondents) .

The tactic with the highest expectation for a positive

effect on the achievement of a goal was "Machines" on the

goal "Efficiency" for the profit organizations, and "Manage-

ment" on the goal "Effectiveness" for the non-profit

organizations.
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These results agree with the ranking of the tactics.

However, taking in consideration the previously mentioned

facts, we should indicate that in the opinion of the profit

organizations' respondents, there was a high expectation

of a positive increase in "Efficiency" (91%). Neverthe-

less, there was also a considerable expectation (33% of the

respondents) of causing a negative effect in the "Organiza-

tional Vitality".

Similar information can be obtained for both types of

organizations (i.e. profit and non-profit) for all tactics

and outcomes, if the results of Table IV.3 are analyzed

in a similar manner.

The results of Table IV.2 in conjunction with those

of Table IV.3 (concerning the ranking of tactics) can be

used as the output of an information system similar to the

one described previously in section III-3-C.

D) About the Involvement of the Respondents in Produc-

tivity Improvement Programs

The analysis of the responses to the question on the

first page of the questionnaire (Section III-1) is pre-

sented next. The hypothesis that there was an equal

interest among the respondents and their organizations

referrent to their concern on productivity measurement

and improvement programs was not rejected. The organiza-

tions' and the respondents' ratings were "made and utilized"

and "made but not widely applied", respectively.
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V. AUXILIARY PRODUCTIVITY RATIOS FOR INVESTMENT
PROPOSALS, CONTROLLING OPERATIONS, AND

ATTAINING SOCIAL OBJECTIVES

Introduction

In the present chapter, an analysis of the responses

to the third page of the questionnaire is presented.

The purpose of this section was to inquire into the

preference of the respondents in the use of productivity

ratios in three promising areas of application. The areas

of application were the following:

Evaluation of capital investment proposals: ratios

to supplement the "net income/amount invested"

criterion to rate specific gains expected from

investment.

Control of operations:ratios to supplement proc-

esses efficiency that can provide early warning

of future operational difficulties.

Achievement of social objectives: Supplements

to the "benefit/cost" criterion that define and

rate how well a project satisfies conditions

deemed desirable for the welfare of society.

Five productivity ratios were proposed and it was

asked to relate them with respect to their value for the

potential use in the aforementioned areas. The proposed

ratios were:



Social Social objectives (# or $)
Ratio Sales or Budget (# or $)

Employment Value added ($)
Ratio People Employed

Energy Units Produced (#)
Ratio Energy Used (kw-hr)

Work Employee hours worked (hr)
Ratio Employee hours paid (hr)

Material Material in product
Ratio Total material supplied

Recycled material usedor
Total material supplied

For a more thorough description of the ratios see the
sample questionnaire in Chapter I.

The rating scale is presented next:

Decep-
tive indi-
cator of
value

Appro-
priate
consider-
ation

Measures
factors
of in-
terest

Important
indicator
of achieve-
ment
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Vital
measure
of
critically

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10

A zero value was assigned if the ratio was not valid for
an application in the respondents' organizations.

Also, in this part of the questionnaire the respondents

were asked to suggest ratios that could have been appro-

priated for the respondents' organizations and to rate

them in accordance with the previously mentioned scale.
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Analysis of the Ratios Proposed in the Questionnaire

A) Presentation of Results

The descriptive statistics (sample means and standard

deviations) of the ratings given to the proposed ratios

concerning their desirability to be used in the three

previously mentioned areas of application (see section

V.1) are presented in Table V.1.

TABLE V.1. MEAN (x) AND SAMPLE STANDARD DEVIATION (s)
FOR THE RATING GIVEN TO THE PROPOSED TACTICS.

RATIO N INVESTMENT CONTROL SOCIAL

Employment 134
x = 5.11
s = 3.17

x = 6.03
s = 2.87

x = 3.15
s = 2.70

Energy

Work

133
x = 4.76
s = 3.18

x = 4.98
s = 3.18

x = 3.8
s = 3.30

133
x = 4.7
s = 3.07

x = 7.43
s = 2.47

x = 3.6
s = 2.59

Material 133
x = 4.52
s = 3.47

x = 5.53
s = 3.64

x = 2.83
s = 2.84

Social 130
x = 2.92
s = 2.48

x = 3.41
s = 2.71

x = 6.14
s = 2.91

N = Number of respondents

The 95% confidence intervals were calculated assuming

that the sample population followed a normal distribution

(Mendenhall, p. 218). The confidence intervals are pre-

sented in Table V.2 (Appendix A.8).
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TABLE V.2. CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR THE RATINGS GIVEN TO
FIVE PROPOSED RATIOS (a = 0.05).

RATIO INVESTMENT CONTROL SOCIAL

Employment 5.11 ± 0.54 6.03 ± 0.48 3.15 ± 0.46

Energy 4.76 ± 0.54 4.98 ± 0.52 3.80 ± 0.56

Work 4.70 ± 0.52 7.43 ± 0.42 3.60 ± 0.44

Material 4.52 ± 0.59 5.53 ± 0.62 2.83 ± 0.48

Social 2.92 ± 0.43 3.41 ± 0.46 6.14 ± 0.50

B) Analysis of Results

The employment ratio was considered applicable as a

measure of interest in the areas of control of operations

and in the evaluation of capital investment proposals.

Its possible role as a measure of achievement of social

objectives was considered poor. Six percent of the respond-

ents considered the employment ratio as not applicable to

their organization.

Although with a little less emphasis than the employ-

ment ratio, the energy ratio was considered applicable as

a measure of interest for the control of operations and in

the evaluation of capital investment proposals. Its appli-

cation as a measure of achievement of social objectives was

considered appropriate. Eleven percent of the respondents

did not consider the energy ratio applicable for their

organizations.

The main area of application for the work ratio was

considered the control of operations. In the mentioned
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area it was rated as an important indicator of achievement.

In the area of evaluation of capital investment proposals

it was considered as a measure of factors of interest. The

application of this ratio to the measurement of social

objectives was deemed as an appropriate consideration. Two

percent of the respondents did not consider this ratio

applicable.

Material ratio: The principal area of application of

the material ratio was also in the control of operations

and was rated as a measure of factors of interest. Its use

in the area of evaluation of capital investment proposals

was deemed as an appropriate consideration. Its value

as a measure of achievement of social objectives was consid-

ered poor. Eighteen percent did not consider this ratio

applicable.

As could have been expected, the main use suggested

for the social ratio was as an indicator of social objec-

tives. It was considered to measure factors of interest.

Its use in the control of operations was deemed appropriate

and its application as a measure in the area of evaluation

of capital investment proposals was considered deceptive.

Seven percent of the respondents did not consider this

ratio applicable in their organizations.

C) Overall Analysis

An overall view of the ratings given to the ratios

concerning their usefulness in the different areas of
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application seems to indicate that for all but the social

ratio, the area which received the highest rating was the

control of operations. The area with the second largest

ratings was the evaluation of capital investment pro-

posals and in third place the measure of achievements of

social objectives.

The ratio that was considered less applicable in

general, was the material ratio (18%) and was followed by

the energy ratio (11%).

Analysis of the Ratios Suggested by the Respondents

A) Presentation of Results

The suggested ratios by the respondents were of a

great variety. Some of them were very specific; for

example, diameter inches of welding/man hour.

The statistics of the ratings given to the different

suggested ratios are presented in Table V.3. For the

calculations of the 95% confidence intervals it was assumed

that the ratings' distribution followed a normal distri-

bution (Appendix section A-9).
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TABLE V.3. MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION, AND CONFIDENCE
INTERVALS OF THE RATINGS GIVEN TO THE RATIOS
PROPOSED BY THE RESPONDENTS.

INVESTMENTS CONTROL SOCIAL

Mean Ratings 6.87 7.93 4.32

Standard Deviation 0.3188 0.2207 0.3097

Confidence Interval (7.394;
6.46)

(8.45;
7.40)

(4.84;
3.796)

The mean ratings indicated a pattern similar in the

area of preference for the applications of the productivity

ratios suggested in the questionnaire. The area of appli-

cation with the highest rating was the control of operations.

The second desirable area of application was the evaluation

of investment proposals and in the last place the applica-

tion in the evaluation of achievements of social objectives.

The suggested ratios were classified in accordance

with the following categories:

1. Ratios showing a relation of performance to some

standard, e.g., Earned hours/Actual hours.

a. Ratios showing an output/input relation. The

outputs in this category were related mainly

with what could most commonly be considered as

the output of the system, e.g., Utility increases/

investment; Net profit/Cost of execution.

2b. Ratios showing also an output/input relationship,

but the output was related only in an indirect
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way to the system output, e.g., Maintenance man-

hours/production man-hours; Minority employees/

total employees.

The percentage of the different ratios in the three

different categories are:

Category 1 21%

Category 2 52%

Category 3 27%

B) Analysis of Results

It can be observed that 21% of the proposed ratios by

the respondents presented an output/standard relation in-

stead of the output/input relation that was suggested in

the questionnaire.

One explanation for this tendency could be the fact

that the concepts of productivity do not embrace merely

an output-input relationship but several others as is

shown in the study by R. Katzell et al. (1975). This fact

stems from an unclear definition for a productivity index.

An example of this incertitude is presented in the book

by Mali (1978). At the beginning of his book (page 7),

Mali defines the productivity index as the relation be-

tween output and input and also as the relation between

effectiveness and efficiency, but later in the same work

(page 85), he defines a productivity index as a relation

of productivity in the current year to the productivity
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in a base year. This last definition of productivity

index agrees with the one given by M. Mundel (1976).

P. Mali also suggests five categories of ratios to

represent the productivity indexes. The five categories

are presented next:

1) Overall indexes: Final output/resource inputs.

2) Objective ratios: Achievement of individual

managers/objectives that were planned.

3) Cost ratios: Performance output/costs.

4) Work standards: Work units achieved/expected

time standards.

5) Time standard: Performance output/time needed.

These categories could be reduced to two. Mali's

categories four and two present an output/standard rela-

tion which can be identified with the suggested category

one (the suggested categories were defined in the previous

section). Mali's categories one, three and five can be

identified with the suggested categories 2a and 2b because

they represent merely an output/input relation.

These discrepancies in proposed ratio are as a con-

sequence inexact about what a productivity index is: Is

it the quotient of the current output/input ratio to an

output/input ratio in a base year? Is it merely an out-

put/input ratio? Is it the ratio of actual performance

to a certain standard?
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What can be done to avoid such confusion is to define

five different types of productivity indexes. The pro-

posed types are:

1. Rough productivity index = Current output/Current

input

2. Base productivity index = Output in base year/

input in base year

3. Transformed productivity index = Rough produc-

tivity index/Base productivity index

4. Goal productivity index: The desired output-input

relation

5. Comparison productivity index = It could be ex-

pressed as a difference or as a ratio of the

desired productivity index with the transformed

productivity index.

The previous definitions of productivity indexes can

be more clearly presented by means of a block diagram of

a closed loop (feed back) control system (Figure 1). A

description of such systems can be found elsewhere [K.

Ogata (1970), J. Cadzow (1973)].

S

Figure V.1. Feed-Back Control System.

C Controller
S System
T Transducer
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Figure V.2.

1) Rough P.I.
2) Base P.I.

Feed-Back Control System applied to
productivity measurement.

4) Goal P.I.
5) Comparison P.I.

3) Transformed P.I.

Traditionally in this system the main concern is to

control the output. The current importance given to pro-

ductivity suggests that the principal interest could be to

try to control the output/input ratio instead. Why should

we use output/input ratios instead of merely output and

input quantities in a separated way? Although C. A. West-

wick (1976) mentions that "The information is more useful

if it is in the form of a ratio rather than an absolute

figure", he did not indicate why he considered it more

useful. The main reason for this preference could be that

in this form an implicit measure of efficiency is carried

in the information.

The approach using output-input ratios are addressed

with the same identification numbers as before (Figure V.2).

It should be remarked that the comparison productivity index

in this case took the form of a difference and not a ratio.

The goal productivity index represents what in control

engineering jargon is known as set point.
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References of Possible Methods to Use in the Evaluation
of Capital Investment Proposals Using Productivity Ratios

It can be observed in Tables V.2 and V.4 that the mean

ratings given to the ratios proposed in the questionnaire

and the ones suggested by the respondents with reference

to their application in the evaluation of capital invest-

ment proposals is by selecting some of these ratios as

objectives and to apply one of the several techniques that

are used to make decisions when there are multiple objec-

tives. Some of these techniques are presented in the

book by R. L. Keeney and L. Raiffa (1976) and in the book

by the same authors and R. Bell (1977).

An article which is related to productivity and with

the application of one of these techniques (Multiplicative

multiattribute function) is by W. T. Stewart (1978). His

main concern was the measurement of productivity, not the

evaluation of capital investment proposals. In the afore-

mentioned article he uses for the selection of objectives

a procedure known as the nominal group technique, which is

more thoroughly covered in the book by Delbecq et al. (1975).

One relatively simple technique used to deal with pro-

posals with multiple objectives is the Churchman-Ackoff

method [C. W. Churchmann et al. (1957)]. An application of

this technique in the evaluation of capital investment

proposals can be found in the books by J. Canada (1971) and

J. L. Riggs (1976).
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Summary

In this chapter the main areas of application for the

five suggested ratios were inferred from the respondents'

ratings. It was also observed that the main area of appli-

cation of the ratios were in the control of operations

followed by the evaluation of capital investment proposals.

It was also apparent that the concept of a productivity

index is not well defined. In order to clarify this con-

cept five productivity indexes were proposed. The

representation of these indexes in a feedback system block

diagram was presented.

References to some techniques that can be used to

apply productivity ratios in the area of evaluation of

capital investment proposals were presented.
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VI. SHARING OF PRODUCTIVITY GAINS

Introduction

The analysis of page four in the questionnaire will

be covered in this chapter. In that part of the ques-

tionnaire was presented the following scenario to the

respondents:

Scenario: Your organization has a productivity pattern,

corrected to a base year index, shown in the table below.

Assume that net profit increased at a commensurate rate

with total productivity gains each year. (Also assume the

national inflation rate is zero.)

1974 change 1975 change 1976
Net OP (1) 100 15% 115 13% 130
Labor IP (2) 50 0 50 14% 57
Capital IP (3) 40 25% 50 4% 52
Labor PR (1) + (2) 2.0 15% 2.3 0 2.3
Capital PR (1) + (2) 2.5 -9% 2.3 9% 2.5
Total PR (1) + (2+3) 1.11 4% 1.15 4% 1.19

OP = Output
IP = Input
PR = Productivity

The graphical displays of these values are presented

in Figures VI.1 to VI.7.
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130

120

110

100

Net Output (X Units)

Years

74 75 76

Figure VI.1. Net Output versus Time.

56

54

52

50

Labor Input (X Units)

Years

74 75 76

Figure VI.2. Labor Input versus Time.
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50

40

Capital Input (X Units)

zc'
Years

74 75 76

Figure VI.3. Capital Input versus Time.

110

100

90

Labor + Capital Input (X Units)

Years

74 75 76

59

Figure VI.4. (Capital + Labor) Input versus Time.



2.3

2.2

2.1

2.0

60

Labor Productivity

Years

74 75 76

Figure VI.5. Labor Productivity versus Time.

2.5

2.4

2.3

2.2

Capital Productivity

Years

74 75 76

Figure VI.6. Capital Productivity versus Time.



Total Productivity

74 75

Years

76

Figure VI.7. Total Productivity versus Time.

Three questions concerned with the scenario were

asked. The analysis of the responses is the subject

of the following sections.

Analysis of the Responses to the First Question

A) Description

The first question with reference to the scenario

presented in section VI.1 was the following:

Is the increase in total productivity from 1974 to

1975, at no increase in labor input, sufficient reason

to grant a wage increase to workers? Yes No

If yes, about how large an increase is reasonable?

% Comments

61
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B) Results

The percentage of the affirmative and negative answers

were as follows:

Yes 61%

No 39%

The 95% confidence interval of the proportion of

affirmative answers, was the following [Daniel (1978, p.

52)] (Appendix section A.10):

0.53 < Proportion < 0.69

To investigate, if more than half of the respondents

answered in the affirmative, a test of proportions [Daniel

(1978, p. 46)] was performed ad hoc. (Appendix section A.11).

The following hypothesis was tested.

H
o

: Proportion < 0.50

H1: Proportion > 0.50

The null hypothesis was rejected. Therefore, it

was concluded that the proportion seems to be greater than

0.50.

The statistics of the answers given by the respond-

ents which gave an indication of how much wage increase

should be granted were the following:

48% granted more than 4% increase

52% granted less than, or equal to, 4% increase

A test of proportions, Daniel (1978, p. 46) was

performed to investigate if more than half of the
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respondents granted a wage increase not greater than 4%.

The null hypothesis (i.e. the proportion was not greater

than half) was not rejected (Appendix section A.12).

The statistics of the percentages granted were the

following (Appendix section A.13):

Average = 5.164

Std. Dev. = 0.407

95% Confidence Interval = 5.07 < x < 5.26

Comments

The statistics indicated that there did not exist a

clear preference in the responses concerning the concession

of a wage increase since the percentages of affirmative and

negative answers were very similar. Nevertheless, there

seems to be a slight preference for the positive answers

(i.e. the increase in total productivity is a good reason

for a wage increase), since the hypothesis that the pro-

portion of positive answers was not greater than fifty

percent was rejected.

The results of the survey and the opinion of L. Green-

berg, Industrial Relations Association (1975, p. 12),

concerning the percentage of wage increases that should be

granted are compared next. Greenberg based his criteria

on output per man-hour (labor productivity) as a measure

of productivity. His point of view about how much wage

increase should be allowed was the following:
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"If productivity rises, say ten percent, and
output increases commensurately, then each
factor of production-labor-management, capital- -
can receive a ten percent increase. If output
does not rise commensurately (this can happen
in a firm or industry but has not happened in
the long-run in total private economy) then
total compensation of input factors and rates
of return to those factors will depend on the
difference between the output increase and the
productivity increase, the size of the hourly
compensation increase and the cost of new
capital investment."

Following Greenberg's procedure, an increase of 15%

should have been granted since the labor productivity and

the output increase commensurately. However, only two of

the respondents granted 15% of increase (this represented

2.6% of the respondents who specified a percentage of

increase). Therefore, it seems that the respondents did

not agree with Greenberg's procedure. Nevertheless, if ad

arbitrium it is assumed that the respondents who granted a

wage increase not greater than 4% based their criterion in

accordance to the total productivity and it is also

supposed that those who granted more than a 4% wage increase

based their criterion in accordance with labor productivity;

then we can conclude that there existed a difference of

opinion concerning which productivity measurement (labor

or total productivity) should be the criterion to grant a

wage increase, since the null hypothesis (i.e. no more than

half of the respondents granted a wage increase not greater

than 4%) was not rejected.

The most frequent comments made by the respondents

were the following:
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1. There was not enough information.

2. The increase in productivity was mainly due to

capital investment.

The facts about whether the respondents did or did

not grant a wage increase, and whether the respondents

did or did not specify the percentage of increase, in con-

junction with the comments of the respondents to question

one engendered the following combination of responses.

a) Do not grant --- No percentage specified ---

Comment: Not enough reason. The increase in

total productivity is not enough reason; other

factors should be considered.

b) Do not grant --- No percentage specified - --

Comment: Capital is the reason. The increase

in total productivity is not enough reason.

The main cause of the increase in productivity

was the increase in capital.

c) Yes --- No percentage specified --- Comment:

Not enough reason. An increase in total pro-

ductivity is enough reason but there is not

enough information about how much should be

charged.

d) Yes --- Grant X --- Comment: Capital is the

reason. An increase in total productivity is

enough reason to grant a wage increase but the

main factor for the increase in productivity

was the increase in capital.
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e) Yes --- Grant X Not enough information.

An increase in total productivity is enough

reason to grant a wage increase as should be

x% but there is not enough information.

It should be noted that category (d) presented a con-

tradiction since the respondents granted a specific wage

increase notwithstanding they claimed that there was not

enough information.

Analysis of the Second Question

A) Introduction

In this section, an analysis of the responses to the

second question is presented. The second question to the

scenario previously presented (Section VI.l) was the

following:

"If the decrease in capital productivity resulted from

a mandatory capital investment to conform to a new law

restricting pollution, should this benefit be recognized

differently in the productivity measure?"

Yes No

If yes, how?

B) Results

The statistics of the respondents were the following:

Yes 45%

No 55%
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The 95% confidence interval for the proportion of

negative answers is the following (Appendix section A.14):

0.467 < Proportion < 0.633

To test if the same proportion of respondents answered

with a negative or a positive answer the following hypoth-

esis was tested using a test of proportions ad hoc., Daniel

(1978, p. 46)(Appendix section A.15).

H
o
= Proportion = 0.5

H
a

= Proportion 0.5

C) Comments

The null hypothesis that proposed half of the respond-

ents answered in the negative could not be rejected,

therefore this fact seems to indicate that there existed a

difference of opinion about this issue. Nevertheless, the

statistics seem to indicate there existed a slightly greater

percentage of persons who did not think that the mandatory

capital expenditure to conform a new law restricting

pollution should be considered different in the productivity

measurements.

The most frequent comments about how mandatory ex-

penditures should be considered in productivity measure-

ments were grouped as follows:

1. Excluding the capital from calculations.

2. Considering it as a long term investment or

depression cost.
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3. To measure productivity with and without

capital expenditure.

4. To consider it by means of an auxiliary ratio.

5. To make a footnote of this abnormal situation.

Two main tendencies could be observed in the comments

by the respondents: Those who excluded the compulsory

capital expenditure from the productivity measurements

(Group 1, 2 and 5) and the others which suggested to include

it in a different way (Group 3 and 4).

Analysis of the Third Question

A) Introduction

The analysis of the third question concerning the

scenario previously presented is shown in this section.

The third question was the following:

Who should benefit from the 4% gain in 1976? What

percentage of the total profit for that year should be

distributed to each of the following parties, based on...

...an unbiased ...what your ...your
analysis of organization personal
data would likely do opinion

% to consumers % to consumers % to consumers

% to workers % to workers % to workers

% to owners % to owners % to owners

% retained in % retained in % retained in
organization organization organization
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B) Results

There were two main objectives of the third question.

The first one was to determine whether there were a differ-

ence of opinion among the following criteria: The

respondents' criterion, the organization opinion and what

should have been done if a strict analysis of data were

pursued. To accomplish the first objective, an analysis of

variance was performed [Netter et al. (1974)]. The model

used was the following:

Y . .

3 . 3 k 1
= S + P

k
.

ik
+ SxC. + SxP + C

x
P. + E..
3k 13k1

S = Subject

C = Criteria

P = Party

Y = Percentage granted

The variable "Subject" represented the different

respondents and was a random factor; "Criteria" repre-

sented the three different criteria, and "Party" repre-

sented the different groups to whom the profits were

granted. The two last factors were fixed.

The table for the analysis of variance is presented

next:
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TABLE VI.1. ANOVA TABLE

Factor
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square

Subject 114 10.05

Criteria 2 26.49

Subject x Criteria 228 9.97

Party 3 62,880.70

Subject x Party 342 1,147.88

Criteria x Party 6 1,632.74

Error 684 338.60

Total 1374

The F ratio for the interaction term of "Criteria"

with "Party" was the following: F
(6, 684)

= 4.82. The

critical values at the 5% level from the table presented

in Netter et al. (1974) were the following:

= 2.18 F
(6,.)

= 2.1F
(6, 120)

Hence it was concluded that the F test was significant.

In addition a Tukey test [Netter et al. (1974, p. 594)] was

performed in order to get a multicomparison of the mean

values. The test showed that the mean percentage allowed

to the consumers was different at the 10% level between the

criteria of the organization and the personal opinion of

the respondents. There was also a difference in the per-

centage granted to the consumers at the 10% level between

the organization's criteria and the criteria based in an'

unbiased analysis of data.



TABLE VI.4. MEAN (X) AND SAMPLE STANDARD DEVIATION (S) OF THE PERCENTAGE GRANTED TO
THE DIFFERENT PARTIES BY THE THREE CRITERIA.

CRITERIA
PARTIES

Consumers

N
UNBIASED ANAL- ORGANIZATIONS' RESPONDENTS'
YSIS OF DATA OPINION OPINION

115
X = 13.12
S = 16.34

X = 7.56
S = 13.46

X = 12.93
S = 15.16

Workers 115
X = 18.05
S = 21.13

X = 18.05
S = 19.98

X = 21.76
S = 17.43

Owners 115
X = 28.18
S = 21.14

X = 25.68
S = 25.62

X = 24.46
S = 24.67

Retained in
Organization 115

X = 40.95
S = 26.95

X = 48.62
S = 31.51

X = 39.32
S = 23.16

N = Number of respondents.



TABLE VI.5. CONFIDENCE INTERVALS (a = 0.05) OF THE PERCENTAGES GRANTED TO THE
DIFFERENT PARTIES BY THE THREE CRITERIA.

CRITERIA UNBIASED ANAL-
YSIS OF DATA

ORGANIZATIONS'
OPINION

RESPONDENTS'
OPINIONPARTIES N

Consumers 115 13.12 ± 2.99 7.56 ± 2.46 12.96 ± 2.78

Workers 115 18.05 ± 3.89 18.05 ± 3.67 21.76 ± 3.20

Owners 115 28.18 ± 3.86 25.68 ± 4.68 24.46 ± 4.53

Retained by
Organization 115 40.95 ± 4.92 48.62 ± 5.76 39.32 ± 4.25

N = Number of respondents.
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C) Comments

The order in accordance with the magnitude of the

percentage of the productivity earnings given to the differ-

ent groups was the same for the three criteria. The biggest

percentage was allowed to be retained in the organization,

followed by the percentage given to the owners, the percent-

age to workers and the percentage to consumers.

There was a difference in criterion about the percent-

age that should be retained in the organization. For the

organizations' criteria the amount allowed was around 50%,

whereas for the other two criteria (i.e. an unbiased

analysis of data and the respondents' personal opinion)

were around 40 percent. Although the Tukey test did not

show that the percentage granted to consumers were statis-

tically different among the three criteria, the percentage

granted by the organizations' criteria seems to be smaller

(7.5%) than the other two criteria (13%).

It should also be remarked that the biggest percentage

of productivity earnings granted to the workers was the

one granted by the respondents' personal opinion (28%).

In summary, the form of distribution of the productiv-

ity earnings seems to be similar for the respondents'

opinion and an unbiased analysis of data, but there existed

a difference with what the organization would do and the

two former criteria. This also could have been interpreted

like the personal opinion was more closely based with an
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unbiased analysis of data, whereas the organizations'

criteria was in a certain way more arbitrary. The main

difference among the organizations' and the personal

opinion of the respondents was concerning the percentage

to be retained by the organization. Although it could be

expected that this difference would be reflected in a

variation of opinion with respect to the percentage granted

to the workers, this difference was rather reflected in

the percentage granted to consumers (7.5% and 13%).
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VII. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

"So the last shall be first,
and the first last,..."

Matthew 20:16

The conclusions of this work can be summarized as

follows:

A) The ranking given to the proposed tactics and the

ratings of the proposed goals varied with the type of

organization. The size of the organization did not prove

to be influential either in the ranking of the tactics or

the ratings of the goals.

The non-profit organizations tended to use tactics

which included more human participation, whereas the profit

organizations preferred tactics which were more related to

technical factors.

The non-profit organizations had an equal preference

for the achievement of the four proposed goals ("Efficiency",

"Effectiveness", "Performance", "Vitality"). The profit

organizations had slightly more preference for the achieve-

ment of "Efficiency".

The effect of the applications of the proposed tactics

to the achievement of the proposed goals was presented in

Table IV.3. The effect of the tactic "Machines" for the

profit organizations was considerable. The results indi-

cated that although there was a high expectation to
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increase "Efficiency" there was also a considerable expec-

tation of decreasing the organizations' "Vitality".

The results pinpointed in the former paragraphs

could be used by managers who are preparing a productivity

improvement program. The results could be useful to mana-

gers as an indication of: a) The emphasis to give to the

achievement of each goal; b) the most appropriate tactics

to use; c) the effects of the tactics on the achievement

of the goals.

Further research could be directed toward a more de-

tailed classification of the organizations. This objective

could be accomplished by increasing the size of the respond-

ents sample. The variable "Business Position" proved to

be effective as a blocking variable. Therefore for each

type of organization it is recommended that the respond-

ents be included from the entire business hierarchy.

B) The results indicated that there was an equal interest

between the respondents and their organizations with

respect to their concern on productivity measurement and

improvement.

C) The main applications of the five suggested ratios

(Section V.1) were in the control of operations and the

evaluation of capital interest proposals.

The respondents' comments suggested that there was not

a clear concept of productivity indexes. In order to

clarify this concept, five new productivity indices were

proposed.
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Since the application of productivity ratios in the

evaluation of capital investment proposal was promising,

further research could be done with respect to methods of

including productivity ratios in these evaluations. A

study relating productivity concepts to control theory

could also prove useful.

D) The opinion that a wage increase should be granted

when an increase in productivity occurred showed slight

preference in the questionnaire. There existed a differ-

ence of opinion concerning which productivity measurement

(labor or total productivity) should be the criterion to

grant a wage increase.

There existed a different point of view concerning the

consideration of mandatory capital investments in productiv-

ity measurements. Almost half of the respondents suggested

to consider those investments in a different form while the

others opined the contrary.

There was an opinion difference among the three cri-

teria (i.e. the respondents' criterion, the organizations'

criterion, and the criterion based on a strict analysis of

data) concerning the sharing of productivity gains. The

main discrepancy was concerning the percentage to be re-

tained by the organizations. The organizations' criterion

allowed a percentage around 50% whereas the other two cri-

teria were around 40%. The respondents granted the 10%

difference mainly to consumers and workers. This tendency
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could have been the consequence that the respondents could

have considered their participation also as workers and

consumers.
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APPENDIX

A.1. - The confidence intervals presented in Table 111.2

were calculated as follows:

X
VMSE

*
Z
a/2

n

X = Mean rating MSE = Error Mean Square

n = Number of responses Z = Value of the normal dis-
tribution at the
appropriate significance
level

The MSE values are those reported in Table III.1.

They were used as an estimation of the variance. The Z

values can be found in a table for the Normal Distribution

elsewhere. An example of the calculations is presented

next for the non-profit organizations for an a = 0.05.

Efficiency 5.92 + V4.292/39 * 1.96

A.2. - The theoretical F values, [Neter

808-813)] for the analyses of variance presented

et al. (1974, pp.

Tablesin

111.4 and 111.5 are presented next:

For Table 111.4 For Table 111.5

a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.10 a = 0.05

F(3, 30) 2.28 2.92 F(3, 60) 2.18 2.76

F(3, 60) 2.18 2.76 F(3, 120) 2.13 2.68
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A.3. - From Section 111.2, the following formulas were used

to perform the Tukey test.

S(D) = V2(MSE)/n = V2(3.408)/89 = 0.277

T = 1/ V2* q(1 - a; r, nt - r) = 1/ VT*

n
t

=

where:

(0.90; 4.264) = 2.29

r*n = 4 * 89 = 276

MSE = Error Mean Square (Table 111.4)

n = replications

r = treatments

q(1 - a; r, nt-r) = Studentized range distribution

D - T * S(D) < p.
3

- p.3 , < D + T * S(D)

D = T.. - Y..

D is an estimator of the mean differences. uj and

p.i represents the mean ratings for goals j and j'. (J =

1 "Efficiency", 2 "Effectiveness", 3 "Performance", 4 "Vi-

tality").

The pairwise comparisons are presented next:

0.49 < pi - p2 < 1.75*

0.81 < pi - p3 < 2.07*

1.16 < pi p4 < 2.42*

-0.31 < p2 - p3 < 0.95

0.04 < p2 - p4 < 1.30*

-0.28 < p3 - p4 < 0.98
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The asterisk indicates that the difference was sig-

nificant at the a = 0.10 level.

A.4. - The confidence intervals from section IV.2 presented

in Table IV.2 were calculated using formula (1) previously

presented in Section A.1. The MSE values used in the cal-

culations were those reported in Table IV.l. An example

of the calculations is presented next:

Tactic "Machines" for the profit organizations.

For a = 0.05

2.47 ± 4.292 * 1.96
139

A.5. - From section IV.2.

The test statistics for the Friedman two way analysis

of variance is the following:

2 12 2
X E R. - 3b (k+1)
r bk(k+1)

where R
1,

, R
k

are the treatments rank sums. k repre-

sents the number of treatments (tactics in this case).

The test statistic for the non-profit organizations was:

12
X2

40*6*7
[(179)

2
+(74)

2
+(137)

2
+(129)

2
+(187)

2
+

(127)
2 = 45.8929

X5* = 11.070 a = 0.05 degrees of freedom = 5

Reject Ho
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The test statistic for the profit organization was:

12
X
2

90*6*7
[(246)

2
+(260)

2
+(269)

2
+(281)

2
+(419) 2

+

(402)
2

] = 67.460

X
2*

= 11.07
5

Reject Ho

a = 0.05 degrees of freedom = 5

A.6. - From Section IV.2, a multicomparison test between

the tactics was performed using the following criterion

If 1Ri
1

R3. 1 > Z
a

* Vb*k(k+1)/6_

Then R. = R.,
3

,

th.Where R. and R. are the 3 and the j ,th
treatment

(tactic) rank totals, and z is a value from a table of

normal curve areas corresponding to a/k(k-1) = 0.05/6(5) =

0.0017.

The criteria for both types of organizations [i.e.

z*
a

b*k(k+1)/6] were the following:

Non-profit organizations:

2.93 ,140(6 6)7 = 49.029

T2 - T6 1 74 - 1271

T6 - T4 1127 - 1871

T4 - T3 129 - 1371

T3 - T1 1137 - 1791

Ti - T5 1179 - 1871

= 53*

= 60*

= 8

= 42

= 8



T3 T5 1137 1871 = 50*

T4 T5 1129 - 1871 + 58*

*
Significant at the a = 0.05 level

Profit organizations:

2.93
V90(66 )(7)

= 73.5425

Tl - T2 1246 - 2601 = 14

T2 T3 1260 - 2691 = 9

T3 T4 269 - 2811 = 12

T6 - T4 402 - 2811 = 121*

T6 - T5 1402 - 4191 = 17

*
Significant at the a = 0.05 level
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A.7. (From Section IV.2)

The test statistic for the paired difference test was

the following:

T
a 0.125

Sd/r 2.0385/ V136
= 0.7151

where d = Mean value of the differences of two ratings.

S
d

= Standard deviation of the differences of the

two ratings.

The statistic was compared with the value reported

in a t-distribution table for a a = 0.05 level (t = 1.96).
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A.8. (From Section V.2 - A)

The confidence intervals reported in Table V.2 were

calculated using the following equation:

X ± t a/2 * s X ± Z a/2 * s

where X = mean rating

S = Sample variance of the rating

n = respondents

Z = Value from the normal curve that represents

the appropriate significance level

X and s were obtained by using the statistical com-

puter package SIPS, Guthrie et al. (1974).

A.9. (From Section V.3-B)

The confidence intervals reported in Table A.9 were

calculated in a similar form as it was described previously

in section A.8.

A.10. (From Section V.2-B)

The proportion's confidence interval was calculated

using the following formula:

p ± z
a/2

* Vp(1-p)/n

where p is the proportion of the sample

z is the value from a table of areas of the normal

curve

n is total number of respondents
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For a = 0.05

0.61 ± 1.96
1/0.61(0.39)

138

A.11. (From Section VI.2-B)

To test the hypothesis the following test statistics

was used:

s = n*p
o

+ z Vn*p
o
(1 - p

o
)

where: s = number of successes

n = respondents

z = the value from a table of areas of the

normal distribution

Then for a a = 0.05

s = 138 * 0.50 + 1.645 V138 (0.50)*0.50 = 78.662

Since the number of positive answers was 84 then the

null hypothesis was rejected.

A.12. (From Section VI.2-3)

The hypothesis was tested using the same procedure

described in section A.11.

S = 75 (0.50) + 1.645 1( 75(0.5)*(0.5)

= 44.623

Since the respondents who granted a wage increase no

greater than 4% were 39 the hypothesis could not be rejected.
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A.13. (From VI.2-B)

The confidence interval was calculated in the form

described in section A.8.

5.164 ± 1.96 (0.407)/

A.14. (From Section VI.3-B)

The estimation of the confidence interval for the

proportion was calculated in the form described in

section A.10.

0.55 ± 1.96 V0.55(0.45)/138

A.15. (From Section VI.3-B)

The test statistic was the same as the one used in

section A.11 but using Za/2 instead of Z

s = 138 (0.50) ± 1.96 V138(0.50)0.50

= 80.51 for a = 0.05

51.4876

Since the number of repondents who gave a negative

answer were 69 the hypothesis was not rejected.

A.16. (From Section VI.3-B)

The Tukey tests which were performed using the

formulas previously described in section A.3. The follow-

ing modifications of the parameters were needed:
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n
t

r = (r -1) (c -1) (p -1) = 114 (2) (3) = 684

r = respondents

c = criteria

p = parties

D =
j

p2.3.. - pi,

pij represents the mean percentage granted to party

i by criterion j (i = 1 consumers, 2 workers, 3 owners,

4 retained in organization; j = 1 data analysis, 2 or-

ganization, 3 respondents).

S (D) = (2/115) * 338.54 = 2.4267

For a = 0.05

T =
1

41-(0.95, 12, 684) = (4.62) = 3.2668
VT \rf

S (D) * T = 7.9276

For a = 0.10

T =
1

(3(0.90, 12, 684) = --1 (4.28) = 3.0264
V-2- VT

S (D) * T = 7.3442

The results of the text are presented in Tables

A.1 and A.2.

A.17. - The confidence intervals reported in Table VI.5

were calculated using the same procedure of section A.8.

The sample variances needed for the calculations were

those reported in Table VI.4.
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TABLE A.1. TUKEY TEST RESULTS (a = 0.05)

iD = p. p. D = p. p. D = p. p.

1
1
2

1
1

1
3

1
2

1
3

1 -2.36<D<13.49 -7.74<D< 8.12 -13.30<D< 2.55

2 -7.93<D< 7.93 -11.64<D< 4.21 -11.64<D< 4.21

3 -5.42<D<10.4 -4.24<D<11.65 -6.71<D< 9.14

4 -15.60<D< 0.26 -6.30<D< 9.55 1.37<D<17.22*

pij = Mean percentage granted to party i by criterion j

i = 1 Consumers, 2 Workers, 3 Owners, 4 Retained in
organization

j = 1 Data analysis, 2 Organization, 3 Respondents

* Significant at the a = 0.05 level

TABLE A.2. TUKEY TEST RESULTS (a = 0.05)

iD = 111. -- IA1 . D = 11. -- p. D = ii1 . -- p.

1 2
1
1

1
3 2

1
3

1 -1.78<D<12.91 -7.153<D< 7.53 -12.72<D< 1.97

2 -7.34<D< 7.34 -11.06 <D< 3.63 -11.06<D< 3.63

3 -4.84<D< 9.85 -3.72 <D<11.066 -6.13<D< 8.56

4 -15.01<D< 0.32* -5.72 <D< 8.97 1.95<D<16.64*

p..
13

= Mean percentage granted to party i by criterion j

i = 1 Consumers, 2 Workers, 3 Owners, 4 Retained in
organization

j = 1 Data Analysis, 2 Organization, 3 Respondents

* Significant at the a = 0.10 level
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Department of
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Corvallis, Oregon 97331

United States of America
Telephone (313) 754-4645

Oear Sir:

Orhoon
t e

U rsity

....ay 1977

ft

You are being asked to participate in a worldwide survey about productivity. Its ouroose is
to determine the current methods emoloyed in productivity analysis and tne uses made of the
productivity measures. The survey is designed to obtain representative views from different
areas of management, classes of organization, and types of culture. Results of the survey
will be reported at the international Productivity Congress to be held next September in
Australia. Your reoly is important:

There are !-..st four ;ages in the survey. Please answer the questions completely and thought-
fully, esoecially those that rely on subjective judgment. A stamped, addressed envelooe is
enclosed for your reply. if you have further inquires or comments, direct them to Or. ,James
L. Riggs at tne letterhead adcress.

Your ortmot reply will be greatly atoreciated, and we will be pleased to send you a summery
of the survey results if you check the box below. Thank you.

.....send survey results to --addressaodreSs above either address

DATA ABOUT RESPONCENT

1. The Zyoe of organization in which you wore 4s most closely described as
115(=lational government .., Manufacturing/Mining Industry a5
..Statellocal government ...Agriculture/Timber/Fishing

30 ..1,ealth/Sducation/Service .....:RetailiCommertial/Transoortation i5
2. Number of oeoole employed in the organization with which you are now associated (if it

is a government agency or a conglomerate industry, reoort the size of the unit, division
or .C.Ploh for wnichzoductivity data would be ^started) is

'..."nder TCO 101 to 1C00) (71Ciover10.000
Comments '61

c3)...

3. Catecory tnat most closely describes your current :posit:on is
.5. ,,self-employed 417 middle-level manacer specialist 34!

....

30 ...too anaoement 7 lower-level manager ..: line operator G
8 indeoenoemt professional other - 7

4. Circle the numer of years of formal ecucation you lave
5 6 7 3 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 !6 17 18 19 20
grade school' high school' college post graduate '

5. To what extent has your organization emohesized productivity measurement and imorovement
Programs, and to what extent have you been oersonally involved (Mark with an x on the
scale below the organizational emphasis, and with a I the extent of your personal involve-
ment.)

Aporoximate Measurements Extensive measurements
Not gust r made out mace and 1 I made but not mace and co-
used mentioned not used utilized widely 33111010 oiled vigorously
4 , 2 1 4 5-

5 X it 7
a 9 10

-z..37 4.5%7Comments

Figure A.1. Page One of the Questionnaire.
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SELECTION OF OPERATIONAL CHANGES
TO IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY

POSSIBLE OUTCOMES

1

. Q. ,-. 0 P4 ... '1 : ...... 0 = WI in ..... c,,,
73 kw -..= ==. ... 11 = -i 7 t-tt =

persoutive: Productivity improvements are > t iv= - ,r < -= tO .-, mi.- O. "
= 112 ; r2 = 2, ''Z " V , >

usually the result of intentional operational - fa
.,o

o ..-m wo r -c, -w ri co m m c: ,m - -. an -. .... ...

changes. Oepending on the type and state of
-- ,., - VI
CI 1r ft , = : X1 t, JI = X .r. el ,r; ,-- .,,, . a. - r- =

i , , :...:: . 7 .." M.' IM. `..0 C 7.7
current operations. certain changes are more c -,w- "1 71. 1. r,
likely to result in improvement tnan others.

-i m -mm m -, (. --, c F.)
,A, x :.. -,ti ra rt -_ --, z -4 ;T.. .= 1, >

c-, VI 2, 21 14.1 0 "
Seemaria: Your organization is about to initiate 5 m m- --.C 3 -: -.4

v. e cnto -,_ m - , E. 2, ....... ; :. ,., > .lt 2, ;.
oroductivity-imorovement plans. Several target

z ea 3 7 ", 1 .= 4. 2 - .,-. ,,p - >
1-, : ta .=:;.; z -4 .< rs nn n. - --...

activities and potential outcomes are identified X. , C : V, 11 Z = ,..1 " . -_
activities
in tne matrix below. You have been asked to rank .... 1 fit ,

.8 ." tel
70- rtS C < >

or rate the targets according to their oromise - m . - ,--:- o :A
m w - m 1:-

for improving oroductivity in the organization in
zn :.- 7 I. C r's 7

r's -: 7.- X . -- ... -c C -- .sr 5-7 -) -c

.With you row work. Fallow the directions below. 0 : 0 m, . tr In.
, & .., ,i ,'D -s 1 C

C
00 , ,>'

.
: C.. es C - c

, 11 . 11, 7 =.
Comments:

- t. ,
n .te

Z.0 , t.. -t z- -T -c

,"1 cpci. wa..... .., -I m
= i c. -,--.! .t = c - iz.z
c , -I r1 C ''S It ,-. ; .... 2 f ;

..:7 , r. vs 4: 0 A 'S
:

Z ,1 ; r. 0; SM M
0% ; If I C 01

*0 1 3 ..,

CHANGE TARGET

MACHINES: Reolace manual lator by machines, get

faster or are reliaole eculoment :'automate!,
2751M

MANAGEMENT: getter coordination ano Oudgetir,
.2811

-rare insoirino leetershio 'mot4va_te1.
PPOCESSES: Inorove scheduling and rateral flow,.
.m pre as,curr:e-;aster it flow comouterite1.

mcoify job content. i'^-ravc work
3.12 .1-

MeMccs-
=NVIRONmENT: me<er safer or more pleasant- work-

trio toncit_lons, -egroaniZe structure (innovate .
'447 ill

0cl'r:RAmS: Raise :ay, revise policies, try

doal-set:Ino ortorams all articioatei

OUTCOME RATINGS on 1 thr.ugn 10 scale - 7` 7:71 6.65 6.117 .5,qZ

PP' 3.4"E 3-7g. it-

OirectionS for Comoletino above matrix: 'Make an ant -y in every cell of the 7atrix,

Taroet 7iar(Inc ;ank orange targets in a 1 to 5 artier of their pi-doable success in imorlving

productivity in your present organization. Base rankings on what has worked for you or what

you believe would work. 1 is the best and 5 is the worst.

Taroet or ;elationshio - Indicate tre probable effect on each outcome of the
implementation of aeon oharipe.ln .ach dr-die 1::ert one of the following symools.

(*) change will rave a oositive effect on o,:tcome; likely successful

(-) Possible negative effect on outcome
(0) cringe srm.ld have no effect or tiler is moil likelihood of tither a lositive

Or negative effect on the outcome.

Outcome latincs Rate the value of each outcome in producing a measi:ratle improvement in

productivity. Select the rating for eicn from i througm 10 according to :re scale Oelow.

4.4r la

two ow
MB ?MIma=

Procuctivity
decreases or
is unchangeo

May produce Certain to May raise Certain to

a snail im- make a small productivity yield large

orovement improvement significantly improvement

3 a 3 S 7 B g 10

Cr Of-9C1.1, T...4.1.10 A S.

4. C.,vCA,C..AZ40.tC.A5

Figure A.2. Page Two of the Questionnaire.
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AUXILLIARY PRODUCTIVITY RATIOS FOR EVALUATING INVESTMENT PROPOSALS

CONTROLLING OPERATIONS, ANO ATTAINING SOCIAL OBJECTIVES

Perspective: Productivity has traditionally measured the output of goods with respect to an

input of production, usually workers hours. The purpose of the comparison is to detect changes

in ratio levels and relate them to their causes.
Productivity measurements also establish oases

to roughly compare operations
in various sectors of the national economy and in equivalent

operations in other countries.
3oth the types of productivity measurements and their uses can be extended. Auxilliary

Productivity ratios, such as "Safety Productivity" wnich could relate the cost of injuries to

hours worked, can supplement existing criteria for decision making. Three areas of application

appear promising:
1. Evaluation of capital investment or000sals - ratios to supplement the "net-income/amount-

invested" criterion to rate specific gains expected from an investment.

2. Control of accretions - ratios to supplement Process efficiency measures that can provide

early warnings of future operational difficulties.

3. Achievement of social ob:Ac',ives - supplements to the "benefit/cost" criterion that

define and rate now well a project satisfies conditions deemed desirable for the welfare of

society.

Scenario: You are developing supplementary productivity
ratios to use in your current arta of

worx. The aim in generating new ratios is to improve investment geofsions operational

control (C)", and general welfare satisfaction (S). Five suggested ratios are given and tnese

are to oe rated with respect to
tAT-17.7Mi7or each of the potential uses (I, C, and 5) in

your organization. Also, define and rate other productivity ratios that you feel would be

eoprooriate. For example, a ratio appropriate to a delivery service would be "amount delivered/

fuel consumed," and it could be rated as very important in deciding wnicn vehicle to invest in,

less important for rating the performance of vehicles in operation, and quite imoortant as a

measure of a national drive to cut gasoline consumption.

lirections: Rate each aroductivity ratio as to its value in each use (I, C, and 5) in your

type Of work. Develop and rate additional ratios that you feel would be useful. Make the 1

to 10 ratings according to the scale below (Enter 0 if the ratio is not valid for an application

in your organization). ; s 1.4 14.n At . 5 . 110.*ft 9%4 1..,4440.42.

receptive indi- Appropriate Measures fact- Important indica-

oator of value Consideration ors or interest tar of achievement

1 2 3 a 5 6 7 3

Vital measure
of criticality

9 10

Prlductivitv Ratio

Employment Valve added (5)

ratio People employed (1)

Energy units Produced (a)

ratio Energy used (kw-nr)

'iork Employee hours worked ;?1r)

Ratio Employee 'lours paid (hr)

material Material in Product

ratio Total Material Supplied

or Recycled Material Used
Total Material Supplied

Oescriotion
Selling price of units, minus materials
and components to produce the units,
compares to equivalent number of full-
time emolovels of the organization.
Comoarable amounts of output (equivalent
value units) per energy input measured
in equivalent standardized units.
Person7hours or productive time spent
on assigned work compared to total
hours for which waves were :aid.

I Ap 1 ication Areas :

( QL. ,151---

-,t,z

b= 2.8T 5.: 2, 7010

1:4.e13; I: If'

$13.-5 5:3.11 s:.101s '

(1":470
307 112.A7 '57.2.51

x 47 sna.AIS:,4141

Amount of a certain type or material
,hat Is actually in the final product,
or amount that is recycled from prior
use, compared to the total amount of
that material consumed in producing
the Product.
Units that measure a socially de-

Social Social Obiectivula or 5) sirable condition, such as convert-

ratio Sales or iudge: (# or S) ible currency earned or minority
workers emoloyeo, compared to tne
amount of activity as measured by

the output or operating budget of
the unit.

.ix1:1Z .1,11 ix

.x2,-it 6=2.71

Figure A.3. Page Three of the Questionnaire.
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Productivity Ratio Description

(Other Productivity Ratio)

'VI .7%/. 71.nd.tets-e

n,e-411n-% sersT

(1) (c) (S)

(Another Productivity Ratio)

iictr rtaci Hobk3r5

AA:It-4a )4c...;r5

PRODUC7IVM ANALYSIS

lersoective: It is recognized that productivity ratios do not necessarily reflect the
efficiency of operations, do not provide reliable comparisons over a soar of years, and
do not always reveal the effect of individual input or cutout comconents. levertheless,

Vie ratios still influence managerial decisions.

Scenario: Your organization has a productivity pattern,corrected to a base-year index,

snown in the table below. Assume that net profit increased at a commensurate rate with
total productivity gains each year. (Also asswme the national inflation rate is zero.)

1974 change 1;75 chance 1975

let output (1) 100 15: 115 13t 130

.abor input (2) 50 0 50 141 57

:aPit41 input (3) 40 25: SO 4% 52

.aoor productivity (1) + (2) 2.0 15: 2.3 0 2.3

:apital productivity (1) + (3) 2.5 -9% 2.3 9% 2.5%

Total productivity (1) + (2 + 3) 1.11 4% 1.15 4% 1.19

1. Is the increase in total productivity from 1974 to 1975, at no increase in labor input,
sufficient reason to grant a wage increase to workers?er4:: yes 77 !;0 3y70

If yes, about now large an inr-ease is reasonable? 5.i i.,1
Comments

I. If the decrease in capital productivity resulted from a mandatory cacital investment
to conform to a new law restricting pollution, should this social benefit be recognized
differently in the productivity meesureNeV-7 Yes ;__; No ;14°,4,

If yes, Mow?

3. Who should benefit from the 41 gain in 1975? What percentage of the total profit for

that year should be distributed to each of the following parties, based on...

... an unbiased analysis
of data

... what your organization
Would likely do .., your personal opinion

lite2..... to consumers -46.t.-- : to consumers 1^'y 3 * ro consumers

is91... -: -0 workers i4.01..... 1 to workers zi.ik_ 7. 'o workers

2'44:: to owners 2.3.§1L_ : to owners ,tvl.,qw : to owners

4012_ '. retained in 04 i..i3e.....: retained in 2Hfa: retained in

100:
organization

100% organization 100: organization

:omments

Figure A.4. Page Four of the Questionnaire.




